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This is a brief introduction to exploratory data analysis (EDA) and data visualization. Applications, basics, and computing of exploratory data analysis. Boston .

Literatur EDA is different from initial data analysis (IDA), which focuses more narrowly on checking Applications, Basics, And Computing Of Exploratory Data Analysis. Applications, basics, and computing of exploratory data analysis. Stem-and-left displays; Letter-value displays; Boxplots; x-y plotting; Resistant line; Smoothing data; Coded tables; Median polish; Rootograms; Computer . Applications, basics, and computing of exploratory data analysis / Paul F. Velleman. Wikipedia: Read associated article: Exploratory data analysis; Bookmark


Exploratory data analysis (EDA) is as much a matter of strategy as of. almost any EDA application. Applications, Basics, And Computing Of Exploratory Data Analysis. Exploratory Data Analysis for Complex Models - Columbia University Methods of Environmental Data Analysis - Google Books
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